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James Madison University

JMU prepared
forproposed
education shift
By Heather Dawson
staff writer

Proposed changes in public education would not catch JMU off guard
if they are implemented, said Dr.
Julius Roberson, dean of the College
of Education and Human Services.
Gov. Gerald Baliles has asked the
Governor's Commission for Excellence in Education to draw up a
report outling proposals to improve
Virginia's education system.
Baliles wants the commission to
"make recommendations that would
place Virginia's public school system
in the top 10 in the nation," Roberson said. "They were urged to be
bold and innovative."
To keep up with proposed and imCollege or Education aim nmha..
Services to study the proposals and
their effects on JMU.
"JMU graduates more teacher
education students than any other
college in the state of Virginia,"
Roberson said. "We are going to
keep that reputation.
"We are not going to fall behind.
We are very healthy, quite vital, and
employers (will continue) to seek our
graduates."
JMU's study committee will be
"surveying students and teachers,
looking at the literature, and coming
to me next summer with its own
recommendations," Roberson said.
The committee is headed by Dr.
Steven Fairchild, assistant professor of education.
"We are taking a very close look
at it (the changing education policy)
right now," he said.
The present draft of the report
contains 10 recommendations, most
of which deal with changes in
teaching kindergarten through 12th
grade. But three proposed changes
would have a major effect on college
degrees in education.
Another proposal before the commission would require teachers earn
an undergraduate degree in a field
other than education and take one
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Assessment test to be given
By Martin Romjue
staff writer

A random selection of freshmen will take an assessment test within the next two weeks as JMU plans to base
general studies improvements on test results.
Known as the College Outcome Measures Program
test, the assesssment will measure skills and knowledge
gained from college education, said Dr. Dary Erwin,
associate coordinator for student assessment. The test is
devised by the American College Testing Program.
"We want to find out what students know when they
come to JMU, and test them sometime in the future to see
how much they have learned," Erwin said.
The assessment test is part of JMU's five-year plan for
academic excellence. Its purpose is to identify weaknesses
in the curriculum and provide a basis, for reforms, he
said.

JMU acting President Russell Warren sent letters to
about 550 freshmen, asking them to take the test. Testing
starts Wednesday and also will be conducted Oct. 1 and
2.
"We really encourage and need the students to participate," Erwin said. "We want their help because student input is very important. We don't want to leave
them out of this process."
Students were selected randomly, and the test will have
no affect on their quality point average or academic
reputation at JMU, Erwin said. Freshmen were given
several testing times so they could fit it into their
schedules without missing classes.
The COMP test covers communicating ability, proSee TEST page 2 >■

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL

Off the ground

Sophomore Dennis McClure and graduate student Greg Becker take a hot air balloon ride
over Godwin Field Friday evening. About 200 students attended a three-hour party hosted
by First American Bank, which opened this year as the on-campus bank.

See EDUCATION page 2 >•

Student
support

'Some JMU students are helping
out area children through the
Big Brother/Big Sister program.
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The JMU football team
remains winless after a loss
to Liberty University Saturday.
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blem solving, personal values, the importance, of
social institutions, use of science and technology,
and art and culture.
The test, which is completely objective, takes
about three hours. Audio-visual equipment will be
used for some portions.
Results will be available to students at the end of
the semester.
Erwin said members of this year's freshman
class will be asked in the next few years to take a
follow-up test to measure how much students have
learned under JMU's general studies program.
"We want to And out the overall impact of the
curriculum now and at various points in time," Erwin said.
Implementing the first stage of an assessment
program this year makes JMU a forerunner in the
state, Erwin said. Other state universities will not
start assessment programs until next year.
"We are a leader in the state because we are do-

ing things that are unique," Erwin said. "This is
an opportunity where we will have the lead compared to other universities."
The Virginia General Assembly passed a resolution in 1985 to investigate student assessment as a
means of maintaining and improving the quality of
higher education in the state.
The State Council of Higher Education for
Virginia released a study later that year entitled
"The Measurement of Student Achievement and
the Assurance of Quality in Virginia Higher
Education."
In reference to JMU's goals under the five-year
plan, the council's report stated, "Perhaps the
assessment effort with the greatest potential for all
of Virginia higher education has been undertaken
at JMU."
*
Several other states, including Tennessee,
Maryland and Colorado, have implemented student assessment programs with positive results, Er-;
win said.
"The movement started several years ago, and is

getting bigger with other states joining in the effort," he said.
Assessment testing eventually will be a part of
every student's education in Virginia, he said.
"Hopefully in the future we will identify individual student weaknesses," Erwin said.
Future testing will cover students' education
outside the classroom, he said.
"A student also develops personally and socially," Erwin said. "We would like to document
those areas such as interpersonal skills and decision making to prove the entire value of a college
education."
Erwin said part of the learning experience is to
see how much a student has grown in terms of intellect and maturity.
"It's neat to let students know what they're like
when they get here, and then to look back when
they're seniors and see how much they have changed," Erwin said.
"We hope students will do well. If we look good
it will enhance our reputation."

Education
>■ (Continued from page 1)

year of graduate courses in education.
That change would mean "all
students going into the teaching profession should earn a bachelor's
degree in an academic discipline such
as history or math," Roberson said.
''Then thCY would Ulr« »»>'■'■"'

i He extended program, as Roberson calls it, is not included in the present draft of the commission's
report. The program might be added
later, after the plan has been studied.
This summer, Roberson conducted his own informal survey of
education students.
"I was teaching 25 students in a
class that is required to become a
certified teacher," he explained. "I
asked them, 'If JMU now required a
five-year program (for a teaching
certificate) how many of you would
not have elected to go into
teaching?' "
Roberson said less than 10 percent
of those students said they would not
enter a five-year program.
Those who said they would have
chosen another field of study did so
because they would be unable to

finance a fifth year of college.
"The group most adversely affected by the changes would be lowincome minority students, and this
comes at a time when decreasing
"numbers of blacks and other
minorities are going into teaching,"
Roberson said.
Proposed changes also could
— .*.. y.<ii.o3T now **»ys uiai an
prospective teachers must earn an
academic degree," Roberson said.
For students interested in teaching
elementary school children, "it will
be difficult to decide which academic
field to specialize in," he said.
"It might require restructuring the
way pupils are taught. You could
come in as a specialist in math or
social studies as an example. But I
don't think it's good for children to
move around from one teacher to
another."
But any controversy caused by
that proposal probably is premature,
Roberson said. "As with anything
else (in the report), it's too soon to
tell."
If signed into law, none of the
proposals would go into effect in
1989 or 1990. No one currently
employed as a teacher or working on
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blems if implemented, but overall,
Roberson said he is pleased with the
statewide push for improvement.
"I'm real excited about the
changes in education that are taking
place. We're going to improve what
we're doing, and the working conditions for classroom teachers," he

a degree would be affected because
the changes would be gradual.
The trend in education reform
that is sweeping through Virginia is
"largely a result of what's happening nationwide," Roberson said.
Many news reports so far have
been premature in forecasting education changes. he said. A finol »»»•*
November.
Some proposals might cause pro-
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Students form kinship with local children
By Will Nash
staff writer

Josh Zirkle's parents are divorced
and he lives with his mother, so
Kevin Powell took the 12-year-old as
a little brother last year.
"I am sensitive to the needs of
children in Josh's position. I lost my
father when I was eight so I know
how it feels to have that void in
life," Powell said.
Powell, a former JMU student, is
a volunteer for the HarrisonburgRockingham
County
Big
Brothers/Big Sisters organization.
Jane Hub bell, the organization's
executive director, said about 20
area college students currently are
enrolled in the program.
"We welcome students to participate in the program," Hubbell
said. "We would like to have as
many as 30."
The organization never has
enough volunteers, she said. "We
have more than 50 children waiting
to be matched."
Josh waited for two years after applying for a big brother before he
was matched with Powell.
The
organization is careful when matching its children with adults.
"This is setting up a relationship
with another human being that is
supposed to last, so we have to be
careful," Hubbell said.
Big Brothers/Sisters is a 12-month
commitment. However, students are
committed to a nine-month program, in hopes they will return the
next academic year.

Staff graphic by PATTY WALSH

Volunteers are obligated to spend
sonality type test."
three to five hours a week with their
Applicants also are required to atkids.
tend an orientation with other ap"We ran into trouble with
plicants before they are matched
students who have plenty of time in
with a child.
September but run out in
Volunteering is a rewarding exNovember," she said. "When this
perience, Powell said.
happens the kids get hurt.
"Big Brothers helps give the kids a
"Students should ask themselves
friend but it also gives the volunteers
if they can realistically handle this
a sense of responsibility." he said.
responsibility," she said.
"Some of the things we do
All applicants for the program are
together are go to football and
screened thoroughly.
baseball games. We also go out to
"We ask for three character , eat a Tot. We both love pizza,"
references," Hubbell said. "We conPowell said.
duct an hour-and-a-half interview,
"The important thing is to spend
run a complete police check and give
time with them. You don't need to
each applicant a Myers Brigg perspend a lot of money."

Josh said, "Big Brothers helps
kids like me to get out and learn
things like playing football and other
stuff."
The children in the Big
Brothers/Sisters program range in
age from 6 to 16. They are referred
by sources such as the Welfare
Department, family service agencies
and school counselors. Also, some
children are referred by a parent.
i

Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Harrisonburg-Rockingham County
is located at 122 South Main St.,
Harrisonburg. For more information, call 433-8886.

Honor Council strives for student awareness
By Valarie Jackson
staff writer

"Its enforcement needs Jo be
stricter. "
"I /eel it's a waste of time to
sign the card, people are going to
cheat anyway."
"It's a joke. I don't think
anyone takes it seriously."
"Iknow there's an Honor Code,
but no one seems to mention it,
and no one seems to care."
Those are some student
responses to the question — "How
do you fed about the JMU Honor
System?" However, this year's
Honor Council is hoping to change
student perceptions of the system.
Each year, incoming freshmen
attend a presentation on the Honor

System during orientation. The
presentation includes a brief explanation of the Honor Code and
System, introduction of Honor
Council officers and the signing of
an honor pledge card.

great deal of support, Hersey said.
Forty faculty members and 80
students are active participants in
the Honor Council.
"I think the people most aware
of the Honor Code — the (Honor

"/ think the people most aware of
the Honor Code ... are the people who respect it most/'
The problem is that the presentation is not always effective, said
Honor Council Vice President Joie
Hersey. "By the time they arrive in
the fall, they have forgotten about
U," she said.
The* JMU Honor System has a

procedure."
Dr. Robert Roberts, Honor
Council coordinator, said 40
reports of violations came to the
Honor Council last year. Out of
these reports, 20 were dropped for
lack of evidence, three were found
not guilty and the remaining 17
were suspended from the university.

. — Joie Hersey

To inspire respect for the Honor
System, the Honor Council has
asked teachers to remind students
of the code, and make them sign
an honor pledge on tests.

Council) members, and their
friends — are the people who
respect it most," she said.
But the student handbook states
that "each student is automatically
subject to the provisions of the
Honor Code and Honor System

Another way the Honor Council
is trying to increase student
awareness is by publicizing in campus publications.
"Our foremost goal is to make
people aware of the Honor Code,
and that cheating is wrong,"
Hersey said.
:.
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TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

Ciro's Pizza ^_

51 Court Square
434-4464

SPECIAL

"We have pitchers - !
|
Mon. - Thurs. "

Buy a 16" pizza
2 toppings plus cheese
(with this
coupon only)

ONLY $629
The Original Italian Pizza

°—GEMONDAY,BRINGYOURTALENT

778 E. Market Street

_

434-5375

F
Expires
9-30-86
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Rockfish Valley Ruritana
Presents
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White Animals
Indecision

Waxing Poetics Awareness Art Ensemble
Sat. Sept.27, 1986 Rockfish Community Park
(next to Van Rlper's Lake) Noon til 6pm

FR

OMR,CH^E METEORS',

Food provided by Big Jim's Bar-B-Q
Cold Beverages Available No Cans. Bottles or Coolers

FRIDAY
TR
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Rain~b7 Shine

Group Rates Available
Information 804-361-9113
or
804-979-5492
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Ages Welcome
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Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free Pregnancy Testing

Hours:
Tues. 9am - 8pm
Thurs. Noon - 8pm
Fri. 9am - Noon

No appointment Necessary
Completely Confidential

434-7528
252 E. Wolfe St.
r
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Special students attend
for individual reasons
By Sarah Michel

A&P Drink Mixes
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l
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staff writer

About 400 students at JMU are
special.
They are not special because they
excel in academics or sports. But
rather, they are special because of
their reasons for being here.
The university defines a special
student as "a student enrolled for
credit courses but who is not presently seeking a degree."
Special students fall into one of
four categories — high school
students, term transient students,
adult students, and senior citizens.
High school students who have
completed their junior year may
enroll at JMU as special students.
University guidelines require high
school students to submit a recommendation from their principal or
guidance counselor, as well as a
transcript of their grades. In addition, course request forms must be
approved by the appropriate department heads.
Often, high school students who
enroll at JMU as special students
have completed the highest level of a
class offered by their high school
and they want to continue study in a
particular field. Others choose to
take beginning courses on the college
level, especially if the subject is not
offered in high school.
Amanda Taylor, a senior at Harrisonburg High School, is taking
German 101 at JMU this semester.
Taylor says she likes taking a class
here because "it's a nice break in the
middle of the day."
She has learned more from taking
a class here than she would have by
taking another high school class, she
said.
Taylor, who would like to attend
William and Mary next fall, said,
"It's nice to get a taste of college"
before actually going.
Term transient special students,
normally college students elsewhere,

enroll to take classes at JMU with
the approval of their institution.
Similar to high school special
students, term transients often want
to take a class at JMU that their institution does not offer.
Munir Abuznaid, a senior at
Eastern Mennonite College, currently takes a managerial finance class at
JMU. Abuznaid plans to graduate
from EMC in December and the
class is not offered at EMC until second semester.
Although he admits he does not
know too many students here, Abuznaid said, "I enjoy JMU more than
EMC. I think the people at JMU are
more open." When not attending
classes, Abuznaid works at JM's
Pub and Deli.
Adult special students may
register for up to 11 credit hours of
classes per semester if they meet certain university requirements.
They must be residents of a
selected region served by the university, have a high school diploma or
the equivalent and have had "an interruption of at least two years in
their normal education" at the time
they enter the university, guidelines
state.
Senior citizens, age 60 and over,
can audit courses free of charge if
they live in the state and qualify for a
waiver of fees.
Dr. Raymond Dingledine, former
head of the JMU history department, is currently auditing an intermediate golf course.
Dingledine said he enjoys the class
and likes his instructors. Students do
not treat him any different than
other members of the class, he said.
His wife is auditing beginning golf
so they can play golf together,
Dingledine said.
Most special students enjoy being
part of the JMU community. As
Taylor said, "Harrisonburg is a
dead town unless you know someone
at JMU."

LARGE i JUICEY
CALIFORNIA

Valencia
Oranges

ALL FLAVORS

REGULAR OR HOMESTVLE

Pen Supreme
Ice Cream

Tropicana
Orange Juice
MW-OZ
CARTON

Byrd to receive state award
Former U.S. Sen. Harry Byrd
Jr. will receive JMU's Commonwealth Award Saturday at the
annual Government Day program.
The Commonwealth Award
cites outstanding contributions
made to the public through service
in government.
Byrd will receive the award from
JMU acting President Russell
Warren at a banquet in Chandler
Hall prior to that evening's football game "between JMU and
Virginia Military Institute.
Several hundred government,
civic and education leaders from
throughout the state are expected
to attend the awards presentation.

The Commonwealth Award
itself is an engraved plaque in the
shape of Virginia.
Byrd spent 18 years as a Virginia
State Senator and in 1965 was appointed to the U.S. Senate where
he served another 18 years.
He was elected in 1966 as a
Democrat and was re-elected in
1970 and 1976 as. an independent.
He is the first person in the history
of the Senate to be twice elected as
an independent.
During his 18 years in the U.S.
Senate, Byrd cast nearly 8,000
registered votes and voted in 96
percent of all Senate roll calls.
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P.C Dukes is cheap
Dominos is fast
Gatti's tastes good
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• Tuesday hall pricb night, of course

CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER

..... ....

$6.00

for any medium
regular, one
topping pizza
plus 2 Free Cokes

OR
$7.00

for any medium
reg., 3 topping
pizza plus 2 Free
Cokes
may or may not
expire
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topping pizza
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4 Free Cokes
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4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire!
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regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
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4 Free Cokes
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for any large
regular, one
topping pizza plus
4 Free Cokes

OR
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regular crust 3
topping pizza plus ■
4 Free Cokes
may or may not expire!
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Definition of harassment
is focus of pamphlet
By Gretchen Hatcher
staff writer

Would you know if you were being sexually harassed?
Most people would say yes, said
Dr. Elizabeth Ihle, JMU's affirmative action officer who recently
edited a pamphlet on sexual harassment. But there are some
misunderstandings about the definition of sexual harassment, she said.
The pamphlet, which will be
distributed to the university community this week, should help
eliminate those misunderstandings,
Ihle said.
Titled "Sexual Harassment: Your
Rights and Responsibilities," the
pamphlet explains what sexual
harassment is and how to deal with
it.
According to the most recent
Supreme Court ruling on sexual
harassment, the act is illegal when it
"creates an intimidating, hostile or
offensive work or study environment." The pamphlet expands on
that definition.
The pamphlet "defines university
policy on sexual harassment and
how to handle sexual harassment,"

Ihle said.
A Student Government Association survey conducted last year
revealed that 23 of the nearly 250
students surveyed had encountered
some form of sexual harassment or
knew someone who had.
Sexual harassment has not been a
major problem at JMU, Ihle said,
but she thinks the pamphlet will help
anyone who encounters it.
"I feel really good about the pamphlet, because it's for students and
faculty," Ihle said.
There is a "generation gap" between students and faculty, she said.
The Title IX Advisory Committee, a
group that assembled the pamphlet,
will hold workshops for faculty on
sexual harassment in the next few
weeks.
Many of the older men in the
faculty were brought up to be
"solicitous of women" and the
workshops will help change their
viewpoint, Ihle said. Seminars on
sexual harassment also were held this
summer.
Ihle said she also has a video tape
on sexual harassment that is
available to students and faculty
upon request.

Freshman English courses
give some students difficulty
About 35 freshmen failed English
101 last year, said Dr. Robert Geary,
head of the English Department.
Fewer students failed English 102
than 101, but 68 students withdrew
from English 102 last semester,
Geary said.
All JMU students are required to
take the classes. Geary said the
classes are not designed to weed out
freshmen with lower intellectual
abilities.
"Students who are accepted to
JMU are usually sufficiently
prepared and, as long as they work,
have no problem," he said. The purpose of the freshman English courses
is to develop college-level writing
skills.
Approximately 1,650 freshmen
enroll in English 101 or 102 every
semester. Therefore, students who
fail or withdraw from the classes
represent a small portion of the total
enrollment.

Freshmen who drop English 101
usually do so for medical reasons,
Geary said.
<*»
"Usually we run two or three
repeat sections of English 101 during
the Spring semester," he said. Many
students who enroll in Spring sessions of English 101 are transfers
who need English credits, Geary
said.
Academic difficulties is the most
common reason that students
withdraw from English 102, he said,
because the class requires students to
write a research paper.
Geary said the Freshman Writing
Lab, located in Keezell 419, helps
students improve their grades in
English.
"The writing lab is not part of the
English Department. Most people do
not realize that," he said.
For more information on Writing
Lab services, call x6967.
— Cathy Carey

Limited tutoring spaces now available
A.limited number of spaces are
available in the university reading
center's fall tutoring program for
students.
The program begins Oct. 2 with
sessions scheduled from 3 to 4 p.m.
and 4 to 5 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

The center offers remedial tutoring services and comprehensive
diagnostic testing in reading and
related areas.
Additional information on the
reading center's programs is
available by contacting Dr. Shirley
Merlin at x6284.

1'
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DOMINO'S PIZZA
DIFFERENCE

$1 Off!

433-2300

Attention

Jewish Students

11.00 oN any pizza
One coupon per pizza
Not good with any
other offer.
Expires: 9/28/86
Name

Since Parents Weekend at JMU
is scheduled during
Rosh Hashanah,
you and your parents are invited to worship
with us
at Congregation Beth-El,
on Old Furnace Roa^th Harrisonburg.

Address

30 minutes
or $3.00 off!

Oi»«iwnc»i|
"i»nlJO00

IMS

t

_j i .
OS
•' 1 an.
|
9

Rosh Hashanah Services will begin
at 8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 3,
and 10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 4.
For more information call Temple Beth-El, 434-2744,
or call Prof. Andrew Kohen at 6605,
or Hillel adviser Alan Neckowitz at 6118.
Board of Directors, Congregation Beth-El

KftAAtar\rVMAAMMMWWiAAf

Gandy Dancer
presents

■

Every Wednesday and Thursday

JMU Faculty and Staff

is

College

Night

The University Club
Is Now Open

||Featuring the best in Live Entertainment
Doors Open 8:00 pm
-^ Wed. "Sept. 2 4
High Energy Rock and Roll from
the Legg's Band
Virginia Beach's #1 partytime band
La-dies enter the Legg's Contest
$50 cash prize

*

Lunch 11:30 to 1:30
Dinner 5:00 to 7:00
Monday thru Friday

Thurs. Sept.25 Rock and Roll with
The Scoop
formerly the Rhythm Rats

i
Located on the 2nd floor
of the Warren Campus Center

Coming Soon: Rhythm and Blues Recording Artist
Mighty Joe Young

Students will receive 10 % off buffet and menu
items upstairs in Train Station Restaurant with
Student I.D.
Phone 434-0505

Located Across from Jiffy 66

I

Join us in a tradition of excellence
Let us provide the .pccli^SSSSi
you deserve.

- "V
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CLASS!
FOR

RENT

Almost on Campus - 1 bedroom
apartments on Dutchmill Court (behind
Hardees). Water, trash pick-up, lawn
mowing & appliances provided.
Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $245. 434-2100.
Large Private Bedroom - Female to
share apt. in house with 3 others. Lease
til May. $165, utilities included.
434-1940.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath condo.
University Place, D/W, A/C, wall-wall
carpet, washer/dryer. Deposit/lease.
Call 433-8639 or 1-786-6170.
Female to
$165/month,
434-3008.
FOR

Share apartment.
utilities included.
SALE

10% Off Everything through Sept.
30. Used, new and collectible. Town and
Campus Records. 70 West Water St.,
Harrisonburg.
.»
Subaru 1977 - 30 MPG, automatic,
low mileage, $1100. 433-8577.
1977
Honda
550 - Excellent
condition, low mileage. After 5 p.m., call
289-6827.
,
Used Books - Art, philosophy,
drama, poetry, etc. Also children's
books, old magazines, illustrated
books, lobby cards, collectible
paperbacks. Large section of books
25<5 each. Clovis- Books, 6 E. Water St.,
Downtown Harrisonburg. We also buy
books. 434-5418
1973 V.W. - Excellent dependable t
car. Like new inside & out. Newly rebuilt
engine runs great. Asking $1795.
Phone 434-3853.
Female Housing Contract for sale.
Room and board costs only. Call Kim at
433-0306.
New Fischer Cut 70/Topmld skis
with Look bindings. $125. Size 7 1/2
Nordica Ladies Ski Boots $50.
828-3876
1977
Datsun
B-210 - Good
condition, 4-speed. $1000, 828-3876.
21" Trek 12 speed - Excellent
condition, lots of extras. $200. Call
289-6336
Skis and bindings - for sale.
Excellent condition, reasonable price.
Call Tammi at 433-3302.
Couch/Bed with back. Good foi
couch potatoes. Call Duane x5065.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. government? Get
the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 5090.

Male Housing Contract - must sell!
Call Len x5697
Mustang 1979, V6 automatic, very
good condition, $1700, 434-3739.
For Sale - 1983 Yamaha Riva
Scooter. Asking $500. Call 434-4577.
HELP WANTED
Lifeguards
Needed! Current
lifesaving certificate required. Part-time
available. Apply at LeClub Massanutten
289-9441, ext. 5088.
Waitresses Needed - Available for
lunch", evenings & weekends. Apply in
person, Jess' Lunch, Court Square.
Bussers - Attention
tten
students!
Shoney's is seeking responsible
individuals for part-time positions.
Approximately 25 hrs per week. Apply in
person, Mon thru Fri, 2-4 p.m. Route
33-E, near 1-81, Harrisonburg.
Undercoverwear Agents - Lingerie
parties. Earn money in spare time.
434-1759
$60
Per
Hundred
Paid for
re-maiding letters from home! Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope for
information/application. Associates,
Box 95-B, Roselle. NJ 07203

Parable
Recording
Studio
presents Blitz Week! Professional
studio time for an incredible $16.95/hr.
Call 896-6820.

Cath (Mystery Woman) - Caw,
caw...Aves-watching from the bench...
Bawk, bawk. Sped. P.S. Remember,
whatever you do...Do Not Care!

PERSONALS

Randy - Never another year like
1985-86! I love you, Andrea.

JAM$ON Investment Club will be
meeting Tuesday night at approximately
6:30. Call x6730 for further information.
Convertibles
"Needed for
transporting Ms. Madison contestants
during Homecoming game. Please
contact Amy x4350 for details.
Convertibles
Needed for
transporting Ms. Madison contestants
during Homecoming game. Please
contact Amy x4350 for details.
Rush*Rush*Rush"Rush*Rush
Alpha
Sigma
Chi
Fraternity
Tuesday - Movie night 9 p.m. Thurs. Twister & Charade night, 725 S. Main
St. - 3 houses down from AnthonySeeger. New Rushes welcome! Call
433-5950 for details.

WANTED
Need Top 40 DJ - Call x4566
RJ's Garden Deli at 1560 S. Main
St. is accepting applications lor part
time day, evening & weekend work.
Apply after 2 p.m.
SERVICES
Readers, typists, transcribers.
Contact Disability Services at x6705.
We Pay Cash for used LPs, tapes,
CDs. Town and Campus Records, 70 W.
Water St., Harrisonburg.
Computerized Printing Service Call 433-5750, 9a.m.-5p.m., Mon.- Fri..
2 days advance accepted.
Freshmen - off campus parking next
to JMU. Call 433-2126. "\
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional
tanning salon with the best systems
available and 6 years of service. 1106
Reservoir St., 434-1812.
Research
Papers - 15,278.
available! Catalog $2. Research, 11322
Idaho, #206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll
free hotline: 800-351-0222, ext. 33.
VISA/MCorCOD.

ACE will be having its second meeting
on Tues., Sept. 23 at 7 p.m. in Harrison
A 205.

Juniors - Class Council wants you - at
its first meeting, Wed., Sept. 24 at 5 in
Buruss Rm. 14. Come and join the fun!
Anne, Kathy, Debbie & Karen This year will be the best! You guys are
the greatest! Love ya, LA.
Baby Violets - You're awesome! Tri
Sig
Jane Learned - Congratulations on
getting A Chorus Line. Love, ZTA.
The Association of Collegiate
Entrepreneurs would like to thank
University Advertising, for its $200
contribution to the ACE Scholorship
Fund.
Tennis Anyone? Looking to play
tennis in afternoons. Intermediate level,
call Ivan. 433-0223. P.O. Box 5507.

Welcome back, Dan. A friend

Anglers - Conservationists - Fly
Fishers - Environmentalists - New JMU
club organizational meeting, Sept. 23,
7p.m., Ml 107, Call Joe 433-0205.

Martha - Congratulations for an
awesome Rush! You're terrific! Tri-Sig

Congratulations Sigma Baby
Violets! We love you guys! Tri Sig

Studmush - Lonely? Three strikes and
you're out - The Other Two.

Leila - Happy Birthday to usl Let's
celebrate Ladies Nite. Becca

Come Party With ACE and MMA
at Players tomorrow night.

Talking Heads, Smiths, REM,
Woodentops, Husker DU, Dead
Kennedys and more. Town and Campus
Records,
70
W.
Water St..
Harrisonburg.

Come Party With ACE and MMA
at Players tomorrow night.
Come Party With ACE and MMA
at Players tomorrow night.
Come Party With ACE and MMA
at Players tomorrow night.
Come Party With ACE and MMA
at Players tomorrow night.
Human Resource Management
Club meeting - Tuesday, 6 p.m.,
Harrison A6
Human Resource Management
Club meeting - Tuesday, 6 p.m.,
Harrison A6

Pregnant? Free confidential help.
Free pregnancy test. Birthright.
434-0003.

Human Resource Management
Club meeting - Tuesday, 6 p.m.,
Harrison A6

Typing Service - Pica $1 pg., Elite
$1.25. 433-8713. 434-4805.

Welcome Back Sigma Rho Chls.
You did a great job! Love Ya! Tri Sig

■H

Alpha Sigma Chi wants you! Little
Sister and Brother Rush Tues. & Thurs.
night at 9, 725 S. Main St., beside Duke
Apts.

Dear Jeffery - Happy 20th birthday,
sweetheart! Hope it turns out to be a
great one. I love you and wish I was
there! Love, Chipmunk Cheeks (alias
Thick Lips)
Ladies - Send a gift that will not be
forgotten - Tuxedo Strip-O-Grams. For
information call 434-8737.
Hoo-Low! Animal Logic is back!
Mystic Den Sept. 26, The Little Grill,
Sept. 27. Logic albums available at the
gigs!
Come party with ACE and MMA at
Players tomorrow night!
Come party with ACE and MMA at
Players tomorrow nightl
Come party with ACE and MMA at
Players tomorrow nightl

^■JT

Th* Biflpzfi, fylon^ay, Sept?^^ J986, P?9P 11
Sand II - Happy birthdays, we love
youl The Freshmen.
Will & the 647 Residents Bewarel The toilet paper destroyers will
strike again I
Nancy - Call me sometimel I miss you.
Love, AST.
ARG -1 love you, Jim, me boy.
Juniors - Come see what we're doing
for youl Wed., Sept. 24 at 5 in Buruss
Rm. 14. Junior Class Council.
Delta Sigma Pi - It was a weekend
above and beyond the call of
brotherhood. Let's not stop nowl Get
involved I
X

—

Rush Alpha
Sisters I

Sigma

Rush Alpha
Sistersl

Sigma

Show off that Convertible! We
need your schnazzy car for Ms.
Madison contestants! Contact Amy,
X4350
Show off that Convertible! We
need your schnazzy car for Ms.
Madison contestants! Contact Amy,
X4350
, Posters, blank tapes, special
orders, record rentals, LPs, 45s,
cassetts, CDs. Town and Campus
Records,
70 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg.
Sigma Kappa! We love you all - your
Big Brothers.
We deliver happy things - Three
Guys Catering - 433-2335.

Chi Little
Come party with ACE and MMA at
Players tomorrow night!

The written word
Someone Who Knows.

Chi

Little
Debbie - Have a nice day my friend.
Jamie.

Is

a

lie

J.V. Cheerleadlng Try-Outs Sept. 20, 30, & Oct. 1, 7:30 pm in the
Convo. Be a part of our nationallyrecognized program.
Come party with ACE and MMA at
Players tomonow night!
Wasted Talent - Thanks for the
flowers-they really helped. I miss you
guys a lot but I'll definitely be down to
party. I'm looking forward to returning
next semester. See you all soon. Love,
Bunny.
f
J.V. Cheerleadlng Try-Outs Sept. 20.30, & Oct. 1, 7:30 p.m. in the
Convo. Be a part of our nationallyrecognized program.

To the Jerk who stole my watch
from WCC last Monday - you lose - it
doesnt work!
Rush Alpha Sigma Chi Fraternity!
D - Thanks for "our" weekend. I love
you. K.
Glen - I know you like just about
anything when you're wasted, but have
you forgiven me yet? Confused
Claude, Jacque, & Leila
where are we going? Becca

So

Love,

Thea P. - Maybe when you're a little
taller we'll see eye to eye in this debate!

Happy Birthday, Mike!
Rachel, Jennifer and Melanie

Love,

Marlene Kostka: You see, I wasn't
lying! Greetings and the like from a
paper production person... Miniver

HI, Angle J.! Luv, S.D.R.
Angela, your hair looks so great! Who
cut it?

Ted and Matt- I'm looking forward to
your visit. Only a few days now... and
VMI is going to be killed. Renie

Beatles/Lennon/ 60's Fans' of
JMUYou have superior taste! Please make
yourselves known to me! ...Born Too
Late Box 1518.

Sherrle: Too bad you don't subscnoe
to The Breeze... or I could send you
personals often. Miss ya, Reno

Joe: Haircuts for the radical as well as
the conformist! Normally $25... but
yours free for the use of your stereo
equipment! IG.
Pleasuredome and crew
recovered yet? Don't worry, the antics
won't be published. Yet.
Larry-Maryland Won! I think. Maybe
they'll play us one day, like Jan 31.
Think about it.
Steve - Had any dried peaches
lately? I haven't heard you laugh that
much in a long time, even if it was at my
expense, son of. You realize you hung
up oh me, but don't worry about it. See
ya soon, but until then , keep taking
those pictures. Me
Kristin -- Has Brandy gone
rope-swinging lately? Or maybe he (is it
a he?) ate some salmon with Chester.
Your roomie.

Show them you care with colorful
balloons. Three Guys Catering
433-2335

Rene - Don't stay out so late next
weekend. It's bad for their health. Your
"mom"

Jim Blackston - Smile. Big Sis.

LJ -1 hate the Atlantic. l.o.t.s.

mi wnwmopm IO inm atwmn Uf
camniii mall or daUvor It to our ofuit MMnwni of Amnony~
MW

Opt)*
wfcli II for 1-10

-

Happy Birthday, Mike!
Rene, Cathy and Kristin

Korl, my little anarchist... since
Marlene will have this, I thought I'd say
Hello and that Sid Lives and that arsony
is where it's at. Peace, Yoko G.
Ray - Phil and Sting and Peter and all
say "HI!!!"
Trip: My name is Irene . from Flip.
Happy Birthday Pat Widener!!!
Aren't you glad you know someone who
works on the paper? No Way! Rene.
Sharon - Read any Twain ...oops, it's
Mark Twain or Clemens ...or James or
Dickinson lately? Cathy
Jen -- Hi!!! I thought you might like a
personal, so here it is!
'i

I changed my mind -- kamikaze
shots (not me), scrambled eggs, fuzzy
animals, birthday kisses and "hold the
toast."
SID

Was

Rob - I challenge you to a game of
tennis! - Kel
Hey Junebug, Sha Sha, Laura, Sarah
and Donna - Party time! -- Kel

Write your ad In this space:

Ufa**
lor U-JD

Nam*
Tttophono number

Innocent!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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'And We Danced'

Hooters play packed house
By Mark Longenbach

"Nervous Night" were performed.
The crowd quieted as Uosikkinen
left the stage and the other band
members picked up new instruments.
The remaining four members lined up
at the front of the stage with Hyman
and Bazilian at opposite ends, each
playing a mandoliriTT'

staff writer

In 1977, a little-known band called
Baby Grand played its first major
concert at a little-known school named
Madison College.
The bafid received sparse critical
acclaim and disbanded shortly after that.
Two of the members, Eric Bazilian and
Rob Hyman, stuck together and formed
a new band.
Last Thursday, nine years later, they
packed the Convocation Center under a
new name - The Hooters.
The Hooters is a Philadelphia-based
band whose climb to the top has been a
hard one.
The band began playing at clubs and
high schools in Philadelphia six years

Audience members screamed as they
realized the next song was The Hooters'
own hypnotic version of The Beatles'
"Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds."
Their harmonizing made the crowd
began to sway with the music.
The stage turned red, and the band
kept the mood by performing their
most recent hit, "Where Do the
Children Go?"
Hyman took the stage by himself
and did a solo on the Hohner Melodica,
affectionately named the "hooter," after
which the band is named. The band
came back out and went into a
dance-filled set which included "Day by
Day" and "And We Danced."

Concert Review

\

ago. In 1981 it independently released
two singles, "Fightin' on the Same
Side" and "All You Zombies."
The singles were successful in
Philly, and so was the band. But they
were having a hard time getting
national recognition.
Philadelphia disc jockeys played
The Hooters' 45's frequently, and their
fans demanded more. Soon they began
working on their first album, "Amore,"
" 'Amore' was a labor of love," said
keyboardist/vocalist Rob Hyman. "We
did it all ourselves. We financed it,
printed it and packaged it. We're all very
proud of that."
"Amore" received enough notice to
insure them a performance spot at Live
Aid in July 1985. This was the
exposure The Hooters needed.
"We knew things were going to
happen after Live Aid. When 5 million
people see you live or on television,
doors are bound to open," said Hyman.
The doors did open, and soon The
Hooters were offered a recording
contract by Columbia Records that they
quickly accepted.
**J* •■•' Before long, the band was in the
studio recording its. second album,
"Nervous Night." This album was to
consist of new material, alonj^with a
few reworked versions_QJ_jJic band's
favorite "Amore" songs.
The album produced a number of hit
singles as well as some very successful
videos. The Hooters finally had made
the transition from obscurity to
nationwide familiarity.

The Hooters left the stage only to
be called out for its first encore. The
crowd seemed a bit surprised as they
began to play Cyndi Lauper's hit "Time
After. Time," which Hyman and
Bazilian wrote for Lauper on her album
"She's So Unusual." They followed
this up with "Fightin' on the Same
Side" and the title track of "Amore."

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Keyboardist Rob Hyman gives a "thumbs up" to the
audience at The Hooters' concert.
Thursday night at the Convocation with one or two covered songs as well.
Center was evidence of this. The Finally it was time for The Hooters.
The stage was decorated with four
Hooters played to a packed house
consisting of a good cross section of huge pipes, like those of a giant pipe
organ, which were illuminated with
JMU students and area residents.
various colors during the show.
The band has gone through some
: personnel changes since the Baby Grand
The crowd was on its feet as the
days. The present lineup includes Eric
Hooters took the smoke-filled stage and
Bazilian on lead vocals, lead guitar, opened with "Blood From a Stone."
mandolin, "hooter" and saxophone, Rob This highly energetic song kept the
Hyman on lead vocals, keyboards, crowd on its feet and dancing, and
mandolin and "hooter", Andy King on audience members remained that way
bass guitar and vocals, John Lillcy on during the entire performance.
The Hooters were very energetic,
rhythm guitar and "hooter" and David
constantly
running around in long
Uosikkincn on drums.
colorful
coats,
switching intstuments
The show began With opening act
and
positions
on
the stage. The crowd's
The Skip Castro Band, who played a
excitement
grew
as more hits from
45-minute set of mostly original music

The audience called the band back
for a second encore which consisted of
two songs, "Who's That Girl?" and a
great cover of Elvis Costeilo's "What's
So Funny About Peace, Love and
Understanding?" The crowd screamed as
the band members left the stage, ■
shaking hands with people up front and
announcing that they'd be back to JMU
again.
The Hooters soon will be finishing
its tour and' plan to return to the studio
in October or November to record a new
album to be released in the spring.
The Hooters played an exciting
90-minute set of danceable pop and
high-energy 80s rock. When asked to
describe their music and success,
Bazilian replied, "We can't really say.
We have our own sound. When people
begin to hear new songs by other bands
and say, 'Hey, that sounds like The
Hooters,' we'll know we've made our
mark."

r
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'It was a hoot'

Students become roadies for a day
By John Trumbo
staff writer

At 7 a.m. sophomore Bobby Sayre,
an employee of the Chandler Hall
catering service, rolls out of bed to
serve breakfast to The Hooters.
Sayre has a whole array of fruits and
pastries-available -- and some strong
coffee, just in case.
At 9 a.m. the road crew's bus pulls
in, and the unloading process begins ~
platform, lights, equipment and
speakers.
A dozen student volunteers help the
crew set up in the Convocation Center
for the performance.
-At 10:30 a.m. The Hooters' stage
manager yells, "OK, let's crank it up
please,1' referring to the row of lights
stretched across the front of the stage.
Up go the lights, ready to be tested
for the night's work.
About 20 student volunteers mill
about, doing odd jobs for the crew.
Ben Swartz, the UPB house
chairman, is crucial in coordinating the
set-up in the Convo with the road crew.
His bandannad head pops up here and
there around the stage as he checks its
supports.
By early afternoon the stage, with
its canvas backdrop, giant cylinders and
the band's equipment is in place.

At 3:40 p.m. the band arrives in
its private bus, "The General," and are
greeted by staff members.
They enter one of the Convo's
portals and saunter across the indoor
track to their dressing rooms.
At 4:15 p.m. David Uosikkinen
pounds away on his drums on stage

while other members tend to their own
instruments. The first chords of "All
You Zombies" bellow through the
halls.
Drum beats continue to echo
through the Convo as someone sings a
couple of chords to test a microphone.
"You guys geared up?" someone

asks.
"Yeah, we're ready," keyboardist
Rob Hyman replies.
At 5:12 p.m. -- "One, two,
Hangin' on a heartbeat..."
Around 6 p.m. Skip Castro's band
set up for its own warm-up before the
show, while most of the Hooters'
instruments wait for their owners'
arrivals.
JMU Buildings and Grounds
workmen, campus police and student
stagehands stroll around, anticipating
last minute tasks.
By 7:30 p.m. the sound tests arc
completed, taped music takes the place
t>f the live music as students begin to
invade the floor of the Convo. It's pure
chaos from then on.
8 p.m. -- Showtime. A mass of
churning, twisting bodies shouts and
claps for more
Six hours-later, both the band and
the crew buses leave Harrisonburg for
Pennsylvania.
The Convo is quiet except for the
rustling of people sweeping.
There's a lot to clean up looks like the concert was a hoot.

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS

Drummer David Uosikkinen sends out the beat.

John Trumbo was one of the
student volunteers who worked
backstage at The Hooters' concert.

Staff photo by MING LEONG

The audience at the Convocation Center was a mix of students and area residents.
.
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RECORD

REVIEW
Statewide Joyride
Johnny Sportcoat
and The Casuals

By Chris Cohick
staff writer

Graceland
Paul Simon
Paul Simon never has been
comfortable in the mainstream of
American pop culture.
Songs such as "El Condor Pasa"
and "Love Me Like A Rock" confirm
this. So it was not a big suprise to see
his first album in three years,
Graceland. take on a Third World flavor.
Simon has based this album on the
music of South Africa, specifically the
street music of Soweto. The sound is
reminiscent of reggae, howeverrthe
bass is utilized as the melodic
instrument, and the harmony and
foundation are provided by the
accordian.
This is the case even on the
non-South African cuts. "All Around
The World or The Myth of
Fingerprints" with Los Lobos and
"That Was Your Mother" with Good
Rockin' Dopsie and The Twisters find
the accordian equally as prominent

The second album by the Casuals
featuring Johnny Sportcoat shows
further that they are a band to be
respected and loved.
When hearing or seeing this group
one thought comes to mind: dancing.
The songs on this album are alive and
energetic, with one exception. The
ballad, "Eddie and Cathy," which, when
played at local bars, is more of a chance
to refill your pitcher than it is a song
that can stand on its own.
The most danceable songs on this
album are "Come On Up" and
"Something You're Going Through."
The latter, a composition by Graham
Parker, is performed in a style that can
only remind the listener of Jerry Garcia

and the Grateful Dead.
When this band returns to
Harrisonburg, be prepared to have a
good time, but don't overdress because
the heat on the dance floor will be
outdone only by the hot music
generated by this Charloltesville
quintet.

More Rock and Roll
Rarities From the
Golden Era of
Chess Records
Chuck Berry
Chuck Berry is a rock 'n' roll
legend. His heel- tapping struts across
stage are immortal. His songs have
been recorded and popularized by many
groups.

So why was this tribute album so
poorly put together? •- ""'
It is true that the stereo remixes are
excellent, and the sound quality makes
it hard to believe the recordings are 25
years old. But this still doesn't account
for the errors.
In the list of personnel, the
producers cite saxophone players on
cuts witheaK saxophones. On some
songs, they haV no idea who the bass
player is.
Also, in the song "House of Blue
Lights," Berry's playing is so sloppy it
hurts to listen. And he wondered why
older generations considered him- and
rock- a farce.
Finally, this tribute to Chuck Berry
ignores some of his greatest hits. Why
isn't there a version of "Johnny B.
Goode" or "Hey Good Lookin?"
I don't know why Chuck Berry
allowed this album to be released.
Perhaps he doesn't know.

Those who decide to buy the album
will find the lyrics and music unique.
Bass player Baghiti Khumalo and
guitarist Chikapa "Ray" Phiri play their
instruments in a new and interesting
style that cannot be overlooked. Also,
the haunting vocals of the 10-man
acapella group "Ladysmith" demand
respect.
There Es nothing but praise for Paul
Simon for putting out this album.

$&&rm

Life's Rich Pageant
R.E.M.
R.E.M.'s latest album. Life's Rich
Pageant, is further evidence that they
arc a band to be taken seriously.
Even if you don't like the songs or
claim that you don't understand the '
lyrics, you have to respect the
emotional intensity this quartet
delivers.
As with their other recordings,
R.E.M. doesn't rely on flashy guitar
solos or a spotlight centered on a single
member. The focus is on the vocals.
Michael Stipe's singing style is
powerful and melodically interesting.
His vocals are further complemented by
the backing members' singing. Unlike
other bands, R.E.M.'s backing vocals v
have their own meaning that further
enhances their songs.
R.E.M.'s potential still is to be
seen. They aren't the best musicians for
their instruments, but if they maintain
the same high quality songwriting and
the emotional drive they display live
and on record, this band transplanted
from the '60s will blossom forever.

BBS*1

Of course you're not, so show that
talent at the Homecoming Revue.
UPB Special Events Commitee is now
accepting applications for Homecoming
Revue auditions. Forms may be picked
up at the UPB office, and will not be
accepted past Sept. 26.
Homecoming Revue is Oct. 16.

>.
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Play carries audience to 27,000 feet
By Jim Richardson
staff writer

>

What do two mountain climbing buddies talk
about, aside from how to find a way down, when it
looks like they might end up stranded at 27,000
feet?
On K2, the topics include sex, quirks, justice,
loneliness, fear and Quinn Martin Productions.
K2 is the name climbers use for a mountain
peak in Pakistan. At 27,000 feet, it's the secondhighest mountain in the world.
"K2" also is the name of a play by Patrick
Meyers that explores the rocky terrain of humanity.
As the play begins, Taylor, a jaded district
attorney, and his best friend, Harold, an idealistic
quantum physicist, find themselves on an ice ledge
near the summit of K2. They have very little food
or supplies and Harold has a breken leg from a fall.
Soon, Taylor and Harold begin to run out of
options. As they face the facts, their emotions run
the gamut from gallows humor to raging hostility.
As their last goodbye approaches, far from the
din of civilization, they wrestle with what it means
to live, love and die.
Performing and co-directing the play are seniors
John Burgess and Aaron Meisinger.
For these two, the risks and challenges involved
represent the theatrical equivalent of an actual
assault on K2.
"No element of this production is easy," Burgess
said. "You can't fake any of it. They (the JMU
theater faculty) asked me if I was kidding when I
turned in my proposal:"
The set has been under construction since early

"No element of this production is easy. You can't
fake any of it"
- John Burgess
June. It consisits of a vertical, wooden framework
covered with scuplted foam and painted to resemble
rock and ice.
Theater professor Allen Lyndrup, a scene design
specialist, and JMU graduate Cindy Campbell, a
scenic artist, were enlisted to help create this
illusion.
Lyndrup said, "I admire John's effort. He started
way back when and built it mostly from scrap."
Negotiating the steep face of the set with the
style of an expert mountain climber required
Burgess, as Taylor, to be both actor and athlete
His prepration for the role included lessons from
rock climber Terry Robinson and ice climber Don
Blume. Blume, a JMU food services staff member,
has been to the top of Mount Rainer.
The role of Harold, though not as physically
taxing as the role of Taylor, presents a unique
challenge ttr Meisinger, who must convey Harold's
intellect and sensibility even as he struggles to cope
with the pain of a broken leg and the prospects of
freezing to death.
"It's a tough show for a method actor," said
Meisinger, referring to a technique whereby actors

Staff photo by JIM RICHARDSON
John Burgess climbs the set of "K2,M which Is made of sculpted foam.
draw upon their own experience to help them
recreate a role.
"I almost died five times," he said.
The costumes for "K2" were designed and built
by senior Eric Walters.
The script calls for emergency high-altitude suits
- just the thing for camping out when it's SO below
zero. The challenge was to build a costume that
looks warm but stays cool under stage lights.
Walters said, "I can't solve that problem
completely."
He then quoted theater faculty member Pam
Johnson: "If you want to be comfortable, don't be

an actor."
When "K2" gets underway a backstage crew of
five, headed by senior Gina Giambattista, will
trigger a series of special effects including an
avalanche. They will also assist Taylor with his
climbing and rappeling.
"K2" opens 8 p.m., Wednesday , Sept 24, and
will run through Sept. 29. There will be evening
shows through Saturday and a matinee at 2 p.m. on
Sunday. Admission is $2.50.
JMU Experimental Theatre is located on Main
Street between Kinkos and Mr. Flips. For five days
in September it will be the highest peak in
Harrisonburg.
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Flames burn winless Dukes
;

sports editor

LYNCHBURG — For the JMU
football team, games with Division
II Liberty University are becoming a
nightmare that won't go away.
Last season, the Dukes compiled
339 yards of total offense, but turned the ball over six times and had a
punt blocked to give the Flames their
first win over a Division I school,
9-3.
After watching his club's 17-7 loss
Saturday at City Stadium in Lynchburg. Dukes' head coach Joe Purzycki must have thought he was
reliving that same scenario.
Of JMU's 14 possessions against
Liberty, five ended with fumbles,
two with interceptions and two with
blocked punts as the Dukes dropped
their third straight game of the
season.
"Anything that could go wrong,
did go wrong," Purzycki said. "It
was just a replay of a year ago.
We've taken a big step backward."
Once again, the Dukes dominated
the game statistically. JMU rolled up
435 yards of total offense to
Liberty's 233, ran 24 more plays
from scrimmage and controlled the
ball for seven more minutes.
But when the final gun sounded, it
was Rev. Jerry Falwell, the founder
and chancellor of Liberty, who was
giving "high fives" to people in the
stands while the Dukes walked dejectedly off the field.
"When you try so hard to win,
you play so tense and so tight, you
don't let your natural ability take
over," Purzycki said. "Forget the
seven turnovers, all of that is the
result of wanting to win too badly.
"We're just going to have to go
back to work and find out who's going to be able to get us out of the fog
we're in."
Just as it did in last week's contest
against Morehead State, the Dukes
looked like they were well on their
way to victory in the first half.
With reserve quarterback Julius
Sherman making his first start of the
season in place of injured Eric
Green, JMU drove 80 yards in 13
plays on its opening possession of
the game to take a 7-0 lead.
The Dukes ran the ball 12 times on
the scoring drive and were successful
rushing throughout the day, gaining
324 yards on the ground.

»»"d»»
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carbon copy of the first for the
Dukes. JMU's first three possessions
in the second half ended in a fumble,
an interception and a blocked punt.
The punt was recovered by Liberty's
Mark Mathis in the end zone to tie
the game 7-7.
With the Flames beginning to shut
down the Dukes' running game in
the second half, Purzycki turned to
freshman quarterback Roger Waters
down the stretch. Waters' statistics
weren't that impressive (6-of-22, 106
yards), but he showed a strong arm
which could provide help in the
future.
.
s
"We went with Roger becuase he
could throw the football well," Purzycki said. "They were giving us a
lot of things in the passing game, but
we've got to hold on to the ball.
There was some good and bad things
about (Sherman's and Waters') performances."
The Flames took a 10-7 lead early
in the fourth quarter on a 31-yard
field goal by Scott Mullis. A turnover put the final nail in the JMU
coffin.
Pinned deep in his own territory
late in the game, Waters tried to set
up a screen pass, but was intercepted
by Mickey Paige. Paige ran the ball
to the 2-yard line, and it took just
one play to put Liberty up by the
final margain.
Purzycki is now faced with the
task of trying to pull his troops
together and salvaging a season
which has gotten off to a surprisingly bad start.
"We've got to start from the
beginning," Purzycki said. "We
can't be concerned about the future.
We've got eight games to play and
we've got to take them one at a time.
"We just lost to a team we didn't
think was very good. We've got to
get better next week. We just can't
play this way. We've got to play like
we want to be out there."

By Rob Washburn
*

tm

Football Scoreboard

Staff photo by STEVE EATON
JMU freshman quarterback Roger Waters is sacked by Liberty's Reggie Little during the Dukes' 17-7 loss to the Flames Saturday. Waters
was six-of-22 for 106 yards In his first appearance of the season.
But to be successful running the
football, you have to hang on to it,
and that's where JMU ran into trouble.
The Dukes fumbled the ball on
three of their next five possessions,
all of them in Liberty territory.

"In the first half we had 250 yards
and only had one touchdown," Purzycki said. "That first turnover
became contagious. Once the turnovers began, we played tentatively
for the rest of the game."
The second half turned out to be a

Liberty 17, JMU 7
JMU
7 0 0 0- 7
Liberty
.0 o 7 10- 17
FlrstOiiqrtfr
JMU-Griffin 1 run
(Garritty kick); 9:02
Third QMBB
LU-Mathis blocked punt
recovery in end zone
(Mullis kick); 1:33
Fourth rftmiftr
LU-FG Mullis 31; 14:16
LU-Larkins 2 run
(Mullis kick); 3:10
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Unbeaten soccer team sinks
■.

By Greg McCormick
staff writer

At this point in 1985, the JMU
men's soccer team was 2-4 and on its
way to a disappointing 4-11 finish.
This year, things are different.
The Dukes defeated Navy 2-1 Sunday at JMU Stadium to improve to
4-0-2 overall and 2-0-1 in the Colonial Athletic Association.
The Dukes won by combining a
solid offense and defense into their

best overall performance of the
season thus far.
"This was by far the toughest
game we've played (this season),"
said head coach Tom Martin. "But
we were able to stick to our game
plan."
JMU used its week off to install a
new offensive scheme. The plan is
designed to take advantage of the
midfield, the deepest part of the
Dukes' roster.
"We tried to play a 4-4-2," said

•

■■

Martin. "It enables us to get the best
players on the field most of the
time."
The plan created several first-half
breakaway opportunities, but the
Dukes could not capitalize early.
Their best chance of the first half
came with 30 minutes left.
Forward Gary Hind passed to
Mike Jerrells, who had worked in
behind the Navy defense. The ball
rolled out of bounds, however,
before Jerrells was able to get a foot

Staff photo by CATHY KUSHNER
The Dukes' Kurt Luedy (left) jumps over a Navy defender Sunday to try to knock the ball loose from Midshipmen goalie Harry Schmidt. JMU won the game 2-1 to remain undefeated.

dies
r~

ith 8:34 left to play in the half,
midfielder Craig Baur gave JMU a
lead they would never lose.
Baur took control of the ball
about thirty yards out and dribbled
to the Navy penalty box.
Baur was {ripped in the box,
however, and was awarded a penalty
kick.
Immediately before Baur approached the ball, goalie Harry
Schmidt somersaulted in the goal
mouth, in hopes of breaking Baur's
concentration.
The junior midfielder was unfazed, though, and drilled a shot in the
left corner for a 1-0 Dukes' advantage.
Martin expected a physical contest, and the Midshipmen did not let
him down. The first-year coach was
impressed with his team's ability to
play evenly against a physical opponent.
"When the game got physical, we
were able to stick with them," he
said.
The game went scoreless for the
rest of the first half, but eight
minutes into the second half, JMU
notched»its second score of the
game.
Hind, a forward, scored the gamewinner on his first goal of the year.
"I was going down the sideline
and I had a lot of open space," Hind
said. "The center back stayed with
the goalie, so I went in. I was way
overdue."
Hind's shot rolled past Schmidt
and into the net for a two-goal
Dukes' lead.
A second-half penalty kick by
Schmidt with 6:17 remaining foiled
Chris North's chances for his third
shutout.
A controversial call from the officials gave the Midshipmen their
chance.
The referee had called a foul in the
penalty box against the Navy offense, a call giving the Dukes a goal
kick.
Before play was stopped,
however, back Kurt Luedy blocked a
Navy shot with his hand, a foul
awarding the Midshipmen a penalty
kick.
V
According to Martin, the call
made first is supposed to take
precedence, but the referee awarded
the penalty shot after conferring
with the linesmen.
The Midshipmen kept up pressure
on the JMU defense, but time ran
out before they could get a shot off, and the Dukes remained undefeated.
JMU's record is their best start
since 1977 when they opened with a
See SOCCER page 18 >
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JMU hopes for national ranking after win streak
By Paul Bergeron
staff writer

SJ

The JMU field hockey team is showing early in
the season that they are a serious contender for an
NCAA tournament bid.
The Dukes (5-1, 1-0 in the South Atlantic Conference) won twice this week, including Saturday's
2-1 win at 16th-ranked Lock Haven, to extend
their winning streak to four games.
But the conference race must come first for the
postseason-minded Dukes. JMU started conference play in excellent fashion, winning 3-1
Thursday night over Virginia Commonwealth.
Head coach Dee McDonough said the key to an
NCAA bid would be a first place finish in the conference along with solid play against its ranked
non-conference opponents.
The win at Lock Haven should place the Dukes
in this week's rankings, but JMU won't have time
to rest on its laurels. The Dukes will play three conference opponents this week.
JMU travels to Blacksburg to face Radford
Wednesday, before playing at Richmond Friday.
Sunday the Dukes come home to meet Loyola
(Md.).
The conference showdown with last year's SAC
champion Old Dominion is still more than two
weeks away, so JMU can't start looking ahead in
the schedule.
"We can't let up if we want to get into the tournament. We have to take each game seriously,"
McDonough said.
Link Diane Buch expressed serious confidence in
the Dukes' chances. "I think we will win our
games this week," she said.
The play of freshman goaltender Ashley Duncan
has been a strong point so far. Duncan has started
all six games for the Dukes and has averaged
allowing less than two goals a game.
McDonough said she chooses her goalie based
on which player is most consistent in practice.
"Ashley has been the most consistent. She's covering the posts well, she's quicker and she is recovering well," McDonough said.

Staff photo by MING LEONG
JMU forward Amy Hicks pushes the ball past a VCU defender in the Dukes' 3-1 victory Thursday night. With its 2-1 win Saturday over Lock Haven, JMU raised Its record to 5-1.

"Our starter can easily change though,"
McDonough said. Junior Paige Smith (last year's
starter), sophomore Heather Maple and freshman
Sue Zymroz are also competing for the position.
Halfback Sue Reichle is pleased .with, Duncan's
play. "She is an intense player, she communicates
well, has quick reaction time, is confident in
herself and is aggressive," Reichle said.
■ Duncan seems to know what it takes to get the'

Soccer

SPORTSFILE

> (Continued from page 17)

5-1 mark, and things look very good.
Billy Kingsley, in his second year
here after transferring from
American, has seen a drastic change
in the way things are done.
"It's magic," Kingsley said. "We
all have the greatest attitude. It's not
like going to a funeral when you go
to practice."
A strong defense drew Kingsley's
praises. So far this year, the Dukes
have allowed only three goals.
This year's freshmen have also
stepped into a starting role and have

performed well.
"We're a young team," Kingsley
said. "Our freshmen are doing
tremendous."
The Dukes will not have much
time to celebrate, however. JMU
travels to Virginia Commonwealth
Wednesday and Richmond next Sunday, both strong schools, according
to Martin.
But for right now, the Dukes can
take a well-earned break.
"Our kids played a good game,
Martin said. "They'll be sore. . .,
but that'll make the bruises go away
faster."

-■

Help Prevent
Birth Defects The Nation's
Number One
Child Health
Problem.

starting nod. "All I can do is play the best I can,"
she said.
But Duncan is not the only freshman given playing time early in the season. The VCU game allowed McDonough to play more of her -roster, as
freshman Kerry Nadwodney and junior Debbie
Rigby played the second half against VCU.
"We need to get them into the game any time we
have an opportunity to," McDonough said.

Support the

Men's runners
come in third
The JMU men's cross country
team placed third in the five-mile
Delaware Invitational in Dover last
weekend.
St. Joseph's (Pa.) won the meet
with 22 points. Delaware was second
with 51, while the Dukes totaled 90.
Peter Weilenmann ran a 26:32
time in his first JMU meet to come in
sixth for the Dukes. George Fitch
placed seventh and Doug Bloor 10th
for JMU.
The race was the first in nine
meets that Bloor was not the first
across the finish line for JMU.
VOLLEYBALL

s.

jyiarchof
<3p Dimes

JMU won five of six games last
week to boost its record to 7-3 on the
year.
The Dukes placed second in the
five-team Patriot Invitational at
George Mason University last
weekend. JMU defeated Duquesne

3-0, Princeton 3-1 and Delaware 3-0,
but lost to GMU 3-1.
The Dukes had defeated
Bridgewater 2-0 and Eastern Mennonite 3-0 Thursday night at EMC.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

JMU finished sixth among 11
teams in the Indiana (Pa.) Invitational Saturday.
Ohio University won the event
with a 33 score, while the Dukes
scored 135 points.
Teren Block placed sixth individually with a time of 19; 13.7
over the 5,000-meter course.
Lorna Lewis (21st) and Tina
Nagurny (24th) were JMU's other
top finishers.
CLUBS

The JMU rugby club lost at home
to Loyola (Md.) 8-6 in an A-side
contest Saturday, but won the B-side
game 24-0 and the C-side game 12-0.
The club will host VMI Saturday
at 12:30 p.m. at the upper Convocation Center field.
7—
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Golfers look to improve despite setback
By Scott Denoon
staff writer

Despite a tenth-place finish in last
weekend's VMI/Washington and
Lee Invitational, the JMU men's
golf team is optimistic about the upcoming season.
"Our performance wasn't acceptable," said head coach Tom Hurt,
"but we're working hard to turn it
around.
"After fall qualifying I had a
greater optimism than in any of the
previous years.
"I think the verdict is still out
about how people play in tournaments as opposed to how they
play in qualifying," he added.
In seeking to improve the team's
fortunes, Hurt will rely heavily on
the talents of co-captains Brett West
and John Screen.
"We'll look to them 4!Or leadership," he said. "If they play well
we'll do well."
West returns for his junior year
after capturing the 1986 Virginia
State Amateur championship this
summer. "He's a big part of the
team," Hurt said.
Screen, also a junior, led all JMU
golfers in last weekend's tournament
with a two-round total of 156. Hurt
sees him as capable of consistently
producing scores in the mid-70's.
Hurt is also excited at the depth of

his squad. "We are stronger in the
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth
spots than last year," he said.
That strength is due in part to the
addition of sophomore walk-onsBrian Grof and Jim Fish.
"They have been very impressive
in fall qualifying," Hurt said.
"Hopefully they can be
competitive."
Hurt is also pleased with the play
of sophomore Kevin Gregory and
freshman Roger Bandy. "He
(Gregory) seems to be playing extremely well.
"Roger shows a lot of promise
and an awful lot of potential."
A trouble spot for the Dukes this
season will be the loss of Tracy
Newman, one of the top golfers in
JMU history.
"In Tracy we lost probably a
guaranteed sub-74 round in each
tournament," Hurt said.
In seeking to fill Newman's shoes
Hurt will look to senior Matt Moyers
who "is capable of playing golf
equal to Tracy."
In looking at the conference competition, Hurt sees Richmond as the
favorite. However, he feels the
Dukes will be competitive.
"All the boys feel they're as good
"as Richmond," he said. "Our talent
is equal to Richmond and we have an
excellent chance at being cornpetitive.''

Women's golfing depth
makes Dukes 'best ever'
By Eric Schmidt
staff writer

,

New talent and a well-balanced
lineup should help the women's golf
team reach to great heights this fall.
"This is the best all-around team
that I've had," said head coach Martha O'Donnell.
Last year's Dukes' squad won the
Azalea/Seahawk tournament, at
UNC-Wilmington, placed second in
the Yale Invitational and finished
third at the Perm State Invitational.
The Dukes did lose a dominant
player in the graduated Jennifer
Creps, but a strong recruiting year
has added depth to the squad.
"I think there is more
cohesiveness this year, starting from
ground zero," said sophomore Tara
McKenna. "We have a better
outlook as a team."
Sophomore Wendy Kern is the
team's top player. She is followed by
freshmen Donna Martz and Karen
Jefferson. Junior Janet Matsey and

senior Laurie Swanson return as cocaptains for the squad.
"We play as a team to win, not as
individuals," O'Donnell said. "In
past years we have come close to
winning it all, but due to weaker
fourth and fifth positions we have
come up short."
O'Donnell added that this year's
freshmen could make up for that
past weakness.,
"This year, immediate strong help
has come from the freshmen," she
said. "Though a lot of pressure is on
them; personal expectations, time
organization, etcetera, I expect them
to play good golf. It will be a growing process for them."
The players have a rather informal
practice schedule. Each player has
the responsibility to practice with
another member of the team at
Spotswood Country Club. The team
members stay in close contact with
O'Donnell throughout the week to
keep track of their progress.
"Golf is a sport where practice is
the most important part of it," Jef-

Staff photo by STEVE EATON
JMU junior Brett West is hoping to putt the Dukes to a Colonial
Athletic Association title in 1986. Over the summer, West captured
the Virginia State Amateur golf championship.
ferson said. "If you slack off for
two or three days, it can noticeably
hurt your game."

tionally and psychologically."
O'Donnell added that some direct
support from the students might not
hurt.

The team plays three rounds oi
18-hole golf at all major tournaments and must carry their own
bags.

"We would like more understanding from this campus," O'Donnell
said. "We want a fan club.

"Division I golf is not a social,
wimp sport," O'Donell added.
"You are in direct competition for
four to five hours, while walking 18
holes. Itcan be very exhausting emo-

"It would be great to have support
at next weekend's ECAC Championships here at Spotswood Country
Club. It will be our only home
tourney this year."
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Public disclosure
The student statements in today's Breeze about the JMU Honor
System support what we've said before: the Honor System is a less
effective deterrent to cheating because its actions are not made public. But
the Honor Council is considering publicizing its actions and we hope a
decision to do so is announced soon.
Evidence of the system is everywhere: the Honor Code is displayed in
campus buildings and in the student handbook, freshmen are given a
presentation during orientation and the Honor Council's officers are elected
by students every spring. Most students probably would tell you they know
JMU has an Honor System.
But ask the same students if they know of any Honor Council
prosecutions and they're likely to say no.
Honor Council cases are strictly confidential. This is necessary to
protect accused violators from humiliating publicity. But the the price of this
secrecy is that students not involved with cases, i.e., the majority of the
student body, do not see the Honor Council taking action.
"People are only goingjo cheat anyway" is one of the criticisms of the
present system. We thfrii^publicity of Honor Council actions would be a
more effective deterrent to Honor violations. Knowledge that other
students are being turned in, prosecuted and suspended would be the
most concrete way possible of informing everybody that JMU has an Honor
Code that is enforced and will punish those caught breaking it.
But the secrecy of the present system need not be compromised. An
Honor Council action could be publicized without revealing the names of
anyone involved. Announcing the charge, verdict and sentence would
make the point.
The number of cases (40) handled by the Honor Council last year is
impressive but we doubt it accurately reflects the total amount of cheating
on campus. A more visible Honor Council ought to find itself handling
more cases as witnesses are more likely to report violations to a system they
can see is actively working.
We have said before that publicity of cases would be the most effective
way to increase honor awareness and give JMU a stronger Honor System.
We're glad the Honor Council is considering this change and hope a new
publicity policy is announced soon.

~ Allen Hall
FASTEK THAU A NASTY RETORT.
.STRONGER- TH*M THE HEAVIEST
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The above editorial is the opinion o/The Breeze editorial board.
The editorial board consists of editor Kyra Scarton, managing editor Mark
Charnock, editorial editor Charles Lundy and assistant editorial editor Harry Atwood.

Summer jobs: Monotony builds character
At this writing, it's about 12:45 p.m. on July 18,
and I'm sitting beside the swimming pool where I
lifeguard this summer. It's hot and I want to say
something about summer jobs.
<"
Yes siree, summer jobs.
Seems like we've all had them, most of us
desperately need them, but a lot of us really despise
them.
Take, for example, lifeguarding: that once
glamorous-as-a-kid job everyone used to dream about.
Remember peering up at the lifeguard from the side
of-the pool (looking like a "Kilroy was here"
drawing) after a rousing game of Marco Polo and
thinking "Wow, if only 1 could be a lifeguard!"
Well, maybe not but I'm sure some of you wanted
to be a lifeguard.
"Anyway, I'm one and what could be an easier job?
Nothing, of course. You lie around in the sun all day
(sleep if it rains) and get paid for it. But really, it's a
pain in, well, a pain. You're just a babysiter for kids
under 12 (or over 55), at least at the local apartment

pool where I guard. It's extremely rare that I'm graced
with a gorgeous female, uh, mind to relate to here at
the Leesburg Manor Apartments.
But this is all about summer jobs in general. Don't
they stink? You slave all year long at school over
books and term papers (or at least mat's what you tell

THE BEAT
John Trumbo
your parents) and then you have to go home and
actually try to make and save money.
If you're on my motivational level around May 10,
you probably went crawling back to the same, safe
summer job you've had since high school instead of
pursuing a more productive summer career. Hopefully

not. But here I am at home again with Mom and Dad
working at this pool. Hey, I eat free and sleep free
and sometimes get paid for it, if it rains.
But your summer job builds character (?) and
prepares you for your leap into the "real world." It
teaches you time and money management and should
motivate you to gain more and more experience.
However, everyone's job is different.
Some people, of course, have summer jobs relating
to their majors (i.e., the same stuff they've done in
school all year) to beef up the old resume. I couldn't
get an internship (that's what they're called) that paid
anything except valuable experience so I'm also a
waiter this summer at a really neat restaurant
It's now about 12:15 a.m. on Sept. 8 and I'm
sitting at my desk trying to get this thing finished
before the David Lettcrman show. Doesn't school
suck? I miss the pool.
A>

■

John Trumbo is a senior majoring in
communication.
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CAMPUSQUOTE
"Do you think JMU students are
apathetic about current events?'
"No, because people
are always writing to
The Breeze commenting on current events,
it seems like they're
intdfcsteri?'
J.R. Demblec
junior
political science

"No, I think the
students are up on
what's going on in
the newspaper."
Mark

Wadllngton
senior
computer science

Chowing at the new 'vent'
To the editor:
It's tasty, it's wholesome, it's healthful, and best of
all it costs almost nothing. No folks, it's not an
Oreo's Double-Stuff, but JMU's latest dining option:
The PC Dukes grill vent behind the Phillips Center.
There's really nothing like a face full of
super-heated cheese steak fallout to end those hunger
pangs after biology lab in Burruss. Or a late night
snack of aerated chicken fat on the way home from
the campus center.
You say you're tired of D-Hall lines? Eat at "The
Vent" and you're through in a matter of seconds; and
no time wasted chewing, just breathe deep and enjoy.
Are Steak House reservations a pain? Patrons of "The
Vent" laugh at such bureaucracy (HA!!!). Once you're
inside "the triangle of death" formed by the Phillips
Center, the library, and Hillcrest, it's every man for
himself. Bui please, no loitering directly in front of
the fans, because there's plenty for everyone. No
D-Hall carry-out got you down? Just inhale some

"vent" discharge and hold it in until you're back to
the ole' dorm room. That way, your roomies can
enjoy the meal with you.
But you better hurry and take advantage of this
choice, because it's just a matter of time before an ID
punch-in machine is installed, and one of those
bluc-shirted sentries starts counting breaths. There's
no way Food Services is going to let a gold mine
like this go untapped forever. One hesitates to even
imagine the money they could raise for research and
developmeni.of new chicken entrees.
Now I realize that adding a 90-degree section of
vent to channel these food wasted skyward is a radical
concept. But with a fraction of the money that's spent
on flower bed construction around here, I'm sure
Building and Grounds can whip up something.
Scott Turnbaugh
junior
marketing

Keith Norris
senior
English

Bulletin on sex values is 'Victorian'
"Yes, I don't think
that they are really
concerned about the
issues unless something really big
happens."
Cathy Cox
sophomore
j public administration

"Yes, because the
apathetic nature of
JMU students is a
reflection of their
willingness to go
along with a conservative, administration."

■

To the editor:
I am writing in response to those green pamphlets
that bombarded our campus on Friday. The title
"Don't Men Want "Experienced' Women?" seemed eye
catching enough.
The opinion stressed was this—premarital sex is
wrong and immoral, period. It states that anyone who
has had premarital sex is evil (It even quotes
Corinthians.to justify this stand). I don't want to call
the writers of this "special report" prudent, but I do
think their views are a bit Victorian.
I don't condone drunken orgies or even one night
stands, but in my opinion there is nothing wrong
with two people having a sexual relationship who are

genuinely in love. To imply that any woman who
has had premarital sex is a slut, or that a man with
views similar to my own should find his wife-in the
red light district is absurd.
Another thing that troubled me was the identity of
those writing the pamphlet. I have never heard of the
Great Commission Students. Who arc they? Why
have we never heard from them before? It appears to
me to be nothing more than a front for a religious
group who wishes to remain anonymous.

\
.

v-v

Robert E. White
junior
communication

Roots of hunger are greatly misunderstood

Jeff Clarke
senior
political science
"Yes, because most
students are only
concerned with what
is happening on campus, not in the world."
Ruth Dunn
sophomore
business
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
'
Compiled by Randy Blanchetti
Photos by Elizabeth Myers

To the editor: „
A headline in the world news section of The Breeze
Sept. 4 read "World Band predicts African population
growth." The short report told of Africa's rapid
population growth and the problems it is causing.
The article ended with "...all other developing regions
of the world have decreases in population growth
rates...." To those who read it the story probably
seemed straightforward and just another report of
how Africa's huge population is causing problems.
I saw it differently. To me this article was just one
of many which reinforces the belief that Africa's
seemingly unchecked population growth is the main
cause of its hunger. In reality, Africa's soaring
population is just a symptom which disguises the
underlying economic and political sources of hunger.
I would like to share a few disturbing facts about
the hunger problem.
1) There is enough grain produced in the world to
feed every man, woman and child. This docs not
include other foods such as fruMs-and vegetables.
2) One third of the world's grain goes to feed

livestock which goes to feed already well-fed people.
3) Less than 60 percent of the world's arable
land is being farmed - in Africa less than 20 percent.
4) In 1973, 36 out of 40 of the world's poorest
countries exported agricultural goods to the U.S.
5) A 1975 study of 83 countries showed a little
more than 3 percent of all landholders controlled 79
percent of all farmland.
Inequalities in the ability to obtain and control
basic resources of production and consumption are at
the root of the problem.
If we are to ever reach a solution wc must identify
the root causes of hunger. As long as people think
the fundamental causes arc elsewhere no steps will be
taken toward finding the answers.
If you would like to find out more about hunger
and what is being done, send your name, phone and
box number to: Bread for the World Box 3512.

-

Matt Kern
local coordinator
Bread for the World
\
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Phillip Allans (P.A.s)
(10 minutes from Campus)
9 International Salads
French Omelettes. Quiche

Cakes & BaRoons

Continental Sandwiches
Home-made Specialty Items

irefnrflrto

For Special People
At Special Occasions
Call 433-2335
Mon.-Sat. 3-7 P.M.

MON-SAT
LUNCH 11-2 DINNER &30-10
317 N. Mam St. (Rt. 42). Brldgewater. Va. 828-6751
Mastercard

Vita
TO W Wtoton St

YOU'RE

WORTH

GOLD

Harrtaonburg VA SSBOI

First

Show of the

Season

AN EXPERIENCE AT 27,000 FEET

r

k2
W fmncl 1*7.11

JMU EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE

SEPT. 24-27 8:00 p.m. and 28 2:00 p.m.
ADMISSION $2.50

IN THE WAMPLER BUILDING
AJT*"-

$35 OFF OR
^A FREE $50 NECKLACE
*

?*-

WHEN YOU BUY I4K GOLD

Reward yourself with a I4K gold ArlCarved ring, and we'll take $35 off
its price or give you a $50 necklace, free
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished traditional
and contemporary styles- each backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

The Official Ring
Company of the
Class of 1987
Sept.

22-24

DATE

V CLASS RINGS

amj-4

-^rm

pm

-O^jcv' Also sold in 10-pecks

^V

/IRTQ1PVED
10

$1.80

22-23 Rm D,
2 4 Rm A, WCC

kWaps
Atoo-oidlndlvkhirtfy
1010 South Main St

PLACE
r <90b AdCv v«d CM (WIQI

specials
MON — S / 1 Opm-TACO 1* IGHT
TUE-5/1 Opm-DINNER
EOR TWO
WED — 5/ 1 Opm-EIESTA NIGHT
SUN—1/1Opm-SUNDAY CELEBRATION
MON-THUR
FRI-SAT
SUNDAY
11 am/1Opra
1 1 am/1 1 pa
1pm/10Pm
SPECIAL PARTIES OR CARRY OUT SPECIALS AVAILABLE
CALL.
434 — &2.2.G
1752 E. MARKET STREET HARRISONBURG

Wiesta

CcnttiiQ.

miiCM KimuKvn

i
i-~?

433-9287

Vh micro %i%
*o *A

$2,3

°

3 V* micro d/s
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jAn awful 'truth' is revealed i

,»'.

What to do if you find you're a communist
I knew it was coming but I never knew the impact
it would have on me. A letter in the in the last issue
of The Breeze accused me of writing communistic
columns. The letter said "Mr. Atwood hurls liberal
communist-like garbage at his readers." What? Me a
Marxist sympathizer? Harry Atwood a red commie
pinko? The questions struck deep within my soul. I
looked at the facts closely.
It didn't take me long to see that my critics (now
my mentors) were absolutely right. The day I read
that enlightening letter, everything became clear to
me. I had been leading a life of a naively
manipulated tool of the Soviet Union. It would
have been a matter of time before I would be
approached by the KGB and recruited as a mole for
the Kremlin.
Struck with horror, I ran home and tore down my
posters of Lenin, Stalin, Trotskey, and Gorbachev. I
burned my red blanket embroidered with a yellow
hammer and sickle. I canceled my subscription to
KGB Today, and swore to end my correspondence
with Nadia Comaneci.
Feeling somewhat relieved, I went out and bought
a pair of Ray Bans, and put a downpayment on a
BMW. I had started my cultural metamorphosis
from my nauseating practice of promoting the
commuPttt..»y<Mc»». tutor aibs ls\ar7trtie,rfcaTfaa
been "swept away by a wave of conservatism" and

somehow I had been left behind. They're right of
course. I've always been behind the times. Why
only this past summer did I put away my Bee Gees'
album and discard my bell-bottom jeans. Quite
obviously my inability to function within the
norms of society was a festering problem directly
related to my strong adherence to communist ideals.
I was being manipulated by the communists and in
turn was turning into a Cossack nerd.
I was not in control of my own destiny and-was
deteriorating as I slowly lost valuable social skills. I

should have noticed my decline the first time I stood
on the bar at JM's and began doing the Siberian bear
dance while shouting "Down with the imperialist
oppressors. Power to the proletariat" (Incidentally,
a good American should never use words like
proletariat).
.
,
me"co"mmoh wave of conservatism. Well, I've
looked around at a great majority of my fellow

comrades, (excuse me) students and noticed,
by golly, that they are supporting the conservative
Republican party. How could I have missed the
popularity train.
I owe all readers of The Breeze an apology. I have
been so blind not to follow everyone else's lead.
Only now do I see that following is much more
noble than being an individual and making up your
own mind.
Although I feel I have made some extraordinary
progress in my entry into life as a "real" American,
I have reached a dangerous part of my
transformation. I must be careful to notice everyone
else and do my best to copy everything they do. I
must not deviate from the norm in any way;
individuality is synonymous with communism (I
think).
I must believe everything our leaders tell me. I
must fight for any cause our leaders believe in. I
must, at all times, believe in conservative ideals. I
must never forget that the American way is the only
truth worth hanging on to. All other countries and
their philosophies are evil.
I'm doing pretty good don't you think? I can play
follow the leader pretty well. In fact, if this were the
30s I could have moved to Germany and become a
Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English.
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DYNABYTE COMPUTER PRODUCTS
presents the
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

■-«

SPECIAL COMPUTER PURCHASE PROGRAM
•j

r^~1

MON.

Suggested

TACO NIGHT

Retail
$1295^00

2 for 1 Nacho night

Sale Price
$1145.00

p**«******»*^»^^^KS^^

TUES.
LADIES NIGHT

Dual Floppy nfiv« System
* 8088 CPU (512k memory, dual 360k. drives)
* Selectric Style Keyboard
* Monochrome Monitor (Includes Hercules
Card Emulation)
* MS-DOS/GW-BASIC (Ver. 2.1)
* Clock, Serial & Parallel Adapters

DYNABYTE
Computer Products
801 W. MAIN STREET

LOCATED AT

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. 22901

1820 S. MAIN

804-296-7560

NO COVER FOR
LADIES

i

WED.
GREEK NIGHT

FREE PIZZA

§

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

I

THURS.

II

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

I SPONSOR NIGHT
FREE PIZZA
§

FRI.
D.J. AND DANCING

2 p.m.
till closing

(in ANDERSON BROTHERS)
.

% *#r1

«*M

*«•**>*• •*»■«»! ►■«*•» ■
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Deli

DUKES

Grill Ham
& Swiss on Rye

$1.39

Hot Ham & Cheese
Sandwich

1.25

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
on White, Wheat or Rye
Cheese Steak Sub
1.39
Chili Dog

1

*

85

.80

-

Soup

.70

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
+

Come To BYTES
For Something Different!
(D-Hall 2, 4=30-7=00 pm)
Mon - Bobolis (3 types)
(Roast Beef, Bacon, Brie;
Italian: & Neptune)

♦
♦
♦
♦

Tue - Cazuelita & Crispitos
Wed - Potato Skins
(Chili, Sour Cream, Cheese)
Ihu - nox auper

DUDS

%

.
•

University Club

'

\

(2nd Floor Warren Campus Center)
.

Now Open
Lunch

11:30 - 1 r30

Dinner

5:00 - 7:00

Reservations recommended

i

